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About This Game

Monkey Island meets Over the Garden Wall, in a dark forest somewhere in Sweden.

In this cozy little point-and-click fairy-tale, you are a gnome on an abandoned farm. When you realize that humans have come
to live there once more, you find yourself useful again - but also that you might have to work harder than ever to keep them safe

from the dark creatures that lurk out in the forest. You might even have to call on some of the fair folks for help. Their aid,
however, does not come without a price...

The game draws heavily from Swedish folk lore, with art inspired by artists such as John Bauer and Alvaro Tapia. It uses puzzles
and riddles to tell its story, and there are several different ends to it. The player will also get to experience unique music and
compelling voice over, as well as discover part of Sweden’s history, since the game takes place in the 19th century - a time

where over a million people left the country to avoid starvation and build a new life for themselves.

This game was created by one person over 6 months, plus a composer who made the wonderful music. It fits anyone who would
like to experience an atmospheric and cozy fairy-tale, that might remind you of the stories you heard as a child.
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An alright shot em up game it is more luck than skill though. Had to slow down the game to get the cheevos.. Hello,
The main reason I'm givingthis a negative review is the mouse hit detection is very inaccurate. In other words, even if I click on
a cell to move it, just as often as not, the cell will not move, as if the game refuses to register the hit. I've had to click a single
cell multiple times to get it to register, and many times, it never does, only to turn into a virus.
The second reason is some of the sounds, at least to me, are VERY sad and depressing. Through the game, there's a sound that
reminds me of a dog, or even a baby, crying, and this makes me sad. And game sounds basically NEVER make me sad. Only a
few games, that I've ever even heard of, have sounds like this, and this game is very much one of them.

Not to mention that at any time during a game, things could cascade and the game could end very quickly, with nothing that can
be done to at least try to from this.

My suggestions:
1) Get rid of, or replace the sad sounds with something not so sad.
2) Have the cell under the mouse cursor shimmer some, before it's even clicked, simply by being under the cursor. That way you
know what will happen when you click.
3) Improve the mouse cursor hit detection.
4) Add some more variety in levels, etc. You could vary the color of the cells as well.

. My Experience with this game on higher difficulties:
-Get a Hero.
-Give him some bodyguards whose job is to deal damage to enemies and take the damage away from the Hero.
-Let the Hero deal the finishing blow on the higher unit levels.
-Repeat until your hero can become nearly as strong as other level 4 units.
-Repeat with more than one hero.
-Beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out the the enemy AI.

This Never gets old. ^^. I have played plenty of messed up games over the years, and Escape from Ravenhearst is certainly one
of them. The content warning was inadequate. I didn't blink through any of the gross out or gory parts, but I don't think one has
to be "faint of heart" not to want to listen to ambient child abuse sound effects while playing a casual hidden object game. I'm
not talking about a scene within the *context* of the story - I am talking about using it as background noise. If someone on the
development team said "Is this possibly in poor taste?", please listen to them next time. If no one on the development team said
that, please reconsider your hiring practices.

With those sound effects muted, there are other points that can be used when determining whether or not to recommend this
game ...

The use of morphing "hidden" objects almost exclusively (I remember one list-style hidden object puzzle) was a negative for
me. Imagine playing a classic hidden object game but the objects you are looking for blink occassionally. To me, it feels like
cheating. The only challenging ones were the letters (because of their size). Many hidden object games will scatter morphing
objects for achievement hunting, but this is the first I played that made it the primary mechanic.

I found it strange that there wasn't even a single sentence to explain the puzzles. A couple were completely unintuitive and
visually cluttered, making it difficult to know what was part of the interface versus the scenery.
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Dennis Kleinsmith did a great job as Charles. He reminded me of some of the classic, eloquent Dr. Who villains that children
can be scared of while still having fun. It's really too bad this story couldn't back off its more unseemly elements and be
accessible to younger players. The writing is split between adult and juvenile content in such a jarring way. The grubby old
degenerate chicken-dancing in the final level is a testament to that.

Good Lord - I didn't think I would ever write that sentence in a review. This game is just too much of a mess to recommend..
Solar Gun is an FPS puzzle game with some shooting mechanics.

You know what this means...
it takes a lot of inspiration from Portal and various other indie puzzle games, both in world design, art style and puzzle design.
There are some visuals from 2001: A Space Odyssey for some reason. Using monolith imagery should make some kind of
sense, otherwise it's just a reference that doesn't mean anything.

The puzzles are typical, not exactly mind blowing, but they keep you occupied for a few minutes/hours. The environments aren't
quite illogical, but the attempt at worldbuilding is commendable.. the game is no that simple, but not that complicated.
it can be a good timekiller for people who wants a light zoo builder
but sometimes fustrating if you dont manage the factions. To Arcade for me. Monster Bash is horror themed platformer where
main character saves cats and dogs from evil creatures. I have to say that part 1 and 3 are quite good (I didn't like much about
level design of part 2). Game itself is not anything special, just normal platformer, and most annoying thing is to try find all pets
before you can continue to the next level. Music and sound effects are okay, just not good or bad.

Main characther's slingshot has not straight firing arc so it brings some extra flavor to the game.

Buy this if you playd this at the 90s or you like Old School platformers, otherwise wait for sale.. Very enjoyable game! I highly
recommend it for a nice and deep strategic experience
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Stopped working suddenly. Piece of s***. A variation on the standard Bejewelled Twist game - with RPG elements of levelling
up and choosing your army.
Starts off easily but about 5 missions in takes a sharp spike in terms of difficulty. Rewarding if you hang on but not one for
casual players.

Edited 18/06/2016 - After playing a number of other match-3 games like Puzzle Quest I am no longer as approving of
Gyromancer. The sudden spike in difficulty in this game means I've never progressed beyond a certain point that is, to my
knowledge, fairly early on whereas with Puzzle Quest there is a more linear difficulty curve and plenty to do.

I do like the music in this game though. And that's about it I'm afraid.. A vivid retelling of the Sorcery books. The story comes
to life as you make choices that matter and explore this fantasical world!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trPv2oboP2w. I've played this for around 10 hrs, but I feel the replayability of this game is
quite low after you've played long enough the game becomes too easy as you lvl up your characters. There is almost no challenge
and the rest of the time you lose is do to some rng bad luck. Wish there was a bit more depth to the gameplay to provide more
replayability beyond playing different characters.. didn't work. UPDATE TO MY ORIGINAL REVIEW (March 7, 2019):
---------------------------------------------------

The developer has responded to my review as seen below, and while his English grammar is VERY hard to understand, he seems
to be implying that I am lying about him selling a free demo of the $150 USD Unity asset kit called "Highway Racer" here.

ANYONE EVEN CONSIDERING PURCHASING THIS GAME... STOP! YOU CAN GET THE EXACT SAME THING
COMPLETELY FREE AS WHAT IS BEING SOLD HERE!

..I demonstrate how you can get the exact same demo that this developer is selling (and that this is the demo being sold here on
Steam) in this new video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9Ui6vO9LOQY

Here is the link to the Unity asset kit:
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/?stay#!\/content\/50866

Here is the link the developer of the above asset kits website where you can download the demo for FREE (exactly what is
being sold here on this Steam page):
http:\/\/www.bonecrackergames.com\/highway-racer\/

I've also reached out to the developer of this actual asset kit and informed them that this developer is selling their free demo for
profit. If they want to, they can (and might) take action by reporting this developer for fraud (selling nothing more then their
free demo) to Steam. If that happens, I'd fully expect Steam be BAN this developer from Steam for violating the contract he
agreed to as a developer on Steam.

..Want to keep defending yourself and calling me the "liar" Mr Developer? The irony is that in your response, you actually
attack my own game on Steam that is 100% coded, designed, and made myself with no asset kits and is certainly not a free
demo I found somewhere and just uploaded to sell. ...Oh the irony. This stuff is so sad it's laughable...

------------*-----------*-------------*-----------

MY ORIGINAL, UN-EDITED FIRST REVIEW (3\/6\/19):
-------------------------------------------------------

Not only is this a 100% asset flip from a Unity complete asset kit with ZERO effort made by the developer, this is actually an
ASSET KIT DEMO... Yes a FREE DEMO from that asset kit being sold here for 100% profit and ZERO work done by the
developer "A Nostru". ..How do you think this video review is going to go? I'll give you ONE guess!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R0YjRfAkc58
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This is as lazy, as corrupt, and as shady as it gets here from people who want to call themsevles "developers" on Steam. A Nostru
is NOT a "developer", he is a shady thief and nothing more.

NOT RECOMMENDED.

Are you upset about free demos being sold on Steam for profit by developers like this "A Nostru"? Here is how I reported this
game, and you can too! (the report flag is the flag icon on the right side of every Steam game store page)
...I hope this helps! ---> https:\/\/imgur.com\/lOgcYY1
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